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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

CENTRAL DISTRJCT OF CALIFORNIA 

WESTERN DIVISION 

PROCEEDING BEFORE SPECIAL MASTER 

LABOR/COMMUNlTY STRATEGY 
CENTER, et. al., 

Plaintiffs, CASE NO. CV 94-5936 T1H (MCx) 

vs. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

IN RE: LOAD FACTOR COMPLIANCE 

LOS ANGELES COUNTY ) 
METROPOLITANTRANSPORTATION ) 
AUTHORlTY and JULIAN BURKE, ) 

Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 

MEMORANDUM DECISION & ORDER 
RE: MOTION FOR CLARIFICATION AND MODIFICATION 

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMA:R,Y OF DECISION 

In its Motion For Clarification and Modification of the Special Master's March 6, 1999 

Order (the "Motion" or "MTA Motion"), the Metropolitan Transportation Authority ("the 

MTA") challenges only the two paragraphs of the Special Master's remedial plan (Paragtaphs 6 

and 7) !hat quantifY tb.e number of additional expansion buses needed to comply with the 

Consent Decree.1 The remainder of the MTA's petition, however, raises for the first time a 

The March 6. 1999 Memorandum Decision and Onla is hc:reinafler n:fc.m=d w altcmarivcly as the March 6 
Ordet or the Mueh 6 Memarandurn Decision . 
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number of issues going to the heart of the Consent Decree and the Special Master's powers 

specified therein. For this reason it is useful to revisit briefly the history of the Consent Decree. 

The Consent Decree was, first and foremost, a compromise. Of the three major · 

componc::nts of the Consent Decree- reduced fares, enhanced county-wide mobility for the 

transit-dependent and reduced overcrowding- it was the latter issue that proved to be the most 

intractable and that th(eatened to unravel any agreement. The Plaintiffs initially insisted on 

quantifYing in the Decree the number of buses that the MT A would be required to obtain in order 

to reduce overcrowding and restore the deteriorating quality of bus service. Despite several 

negotiation sessions, however, the parties could not agree on a specific number of buses. 

This settlement impasse was finally overcome through the introduction of the load factor 

concept. Rather than specifically identifying at the outset the number of buses n:quired to 

remedy the problems and conditions giving rise to the litigation, the parties agreed on an 

objective performance standard and a set of specific procedural mechanisms to address the 

severe problems of bus overcrowding in Los Angeles. 

In order to encourage cooperation on technical issues while ensuring accountability and 

fairness, the parties introduced into the Decree several components of dispute resolution. Under 

the procedures set forth in Sections II.A.4. and V.B. of the Decree, the MTA is to have 

substantial flexibility- initially- in meeting the load :fuctor targets. However, if the targets are 

not met, or if there is a disagreement about whether they in fact have been met, the Consent 

Decree provides specific mechanisms to address and resolve these issues. These mechanisms 

2 
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include an initial referral to the Joint Working Group (''JWG") to "determine whether rhe targets 

have been met" and, if not, "whether sufficient funds have been reprogrammed to meet rhe next 

target."! Consent Decree § II.A.4. If the JWG is unable to resolve rhe rnat~er, the dispute is to 

be referred to the Special Master. ld. Section V .B. I!Stablishes a resolution process that 

expressly applies to disputes arising under Section II and authorizes the Special Master to 

establish "procedures" to ''mediate" the dispute informally with the attorneys to the parries (a 

Stage I proceeding) and, if that is not successful, to "resolve" the dispute through a more formal 

(Stage II) proceeding.3 [d. § V ..B. 

To dispel any doubts about the Special Master's authority, this dispute resolution 

mechanism was reaffirmed in Section 4 ofthe stipulated and Court-approved Order of Reference 

which provides that: "[i]fthe attorneys for the parties cannot resolve matters informally pursuant 

to the Consent De<:ree, the attorneys shall refer the matter to 1l1e Special Master for resolution, 

pursuant to proccdurc:s set forth by the Speoial Master." Stipulation and Order re Appointment 

of Donald T. Bliss as Special Master and Order of Reference (dated Nov. 21, 1996) ("Order of 

' With i.ntapterive guidance from the Special Moster the JWG was able to agree on which bus lines were 
noncQXOpliant; however. it reached an impasse on the remedy. After exhaustive but unsuccessful effortS to'in<di>te 
on agreement between the potties, the Special Mas110r issued his March 6 Memorandum Decision "resolving" the 
dispute as to the rcmedjal plan n.eco:ssary to comply with Section !LA. of the Conset~! Decree. 

'That section, of course, also refets to the reprogrammins of •ufficienl funds to meet the load factor targets. 
Neither party as yet hao pressed the Special Master to identify specifically "'hat funds, if any, sho\lld be 
reprogrammed to con>ply with the Deeree, although in its petition, 1he MTA apparemly acl:nowledges that lh<: 
Special Master has the power to fmd that suft'icienr funds must be reprogranuoed. See MTA Motion at 12-13. 
Instead. the Special Master has identified the specific steps that need to be lOken tD comply with Section Il.A so that 
the MTA can determine the most cost-effective """Y to reprogram the funds to m.eet its obligations under the Decree. 
By this approach, the Special Master has sought to limit his Order to the actions deemed necessary to comply with 
Section Jl of the Decree and to defer to the MTA, at least for the present, on funding sources. To the exrent that the 
Much 6 Memorandum Deeisian is not crystal clear on this point, however, I do f1lld that the MTA bas not alloeated, 
lhroug.h reprogramming or o1her:wise, rufficient funds to procure and operate an adequate number of <D<pansion 
buses. to remedy the load facto.r vi.oJatiOfLS' annbuuble to insufCic::ient C3~cil')'. 
' Section V.B. funber provides tlmt "( a}ny =ner resolved by or refened to the Special Masu:r may be 
reviewed by the District Coun,. along wilh the tccoiDIT1C11datioru ofthc Special Master, if any. upon motion by citbcr 
of the ponies." (emphasis added). Plainly, either pony has the option of accepting and adherin~ to the Special 
Master"s ""resolution" or filing a motion with the Coun seeking revic'Uo' of his decision. 
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Reference") '1!4 (emphasis added).• Therefore. the parties have agreed to a set of procedures that 

initially allow the MTA considerable flexibility in meeting the load factor wgets, but that also 

create a dispute resolution process in the event the MT A fails to meet the targets. This process 

ultimately results in a referral to the Special Master of matters in dispute, and allows both parties 

the right to appeal the Special Master's decisions to the District Court. 

Seen in this light, the MIA's petition fails to acknowledge the consen.sULZI nature ofthe 

Decree and the specific powers and duties conferred by the language of !he Decree and the 

. Special Master's Order ofReference.5 The MTA's newfoWld view that only the MTA, in its sole 

discretion, can fashJon a remedial plan designed to meet the load factor standards does not squar:e 

with the language of the Decree or the pu:rpose for which the dispute resolution procedures of the 

Decree were created. Indeed, the MTA's argument comes too late- more than two and one-half 

years into the implementation of the Consent Decree. After invoking the Special Master's 

authority on previous occasions, the MT A cannot now be heard to disavow the Special Master's 

agreed-upon authority to resolve remedial disputes. 

The other substantive points raised by the MTA, and vigorously opposed by the 

Plaintiffs, concern the methodologies used by the Special Masrer in calculating the number of 

buses required to remedy the load faclor violations caused by ao inadequate fleet size. The MT A 

takes issue with the Special Master's remedial approach, which adds an additional bus trip for 

every 20-minute period on a bus line ellhibit:ing a load factor violation attributable to insufficient 

" The Orda QfR.cfcral..ce also invokes Fed. R. Civ. P. 53, but mtes that '"[i]n the event of any conflic[ 
bctwe:c:n the re;nns of the Consent Decree and Rule 53 ... the Canscnf Decree shall govern." /d. '1J5. 
5 Slgnif>eantly, both the Consen< Docroe and the Orde:r of Reference incorporate the parties' agreement on 
the selection of a Special M!l.ster o.nd the enwnaatiOD. of his powe:t'S. 
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capacity. The MTA also introduces new evidence, supplementing the Administrative Record, to 

supporr itS contention that scheduling techniques can reduce the number of buses needed {0 cover 

the additional trips which the March (i Order found are necessary to meet the load factor targets. 

For the reasons discussed more fully below, see pp. 22-24, irifra, I find that the MTA has 

not demonstrated that this theoretical exercise undenaken after the March 6 Order would work in 

practice as described in the present Motion. or that the adoption ofthes<il techniques could reduce 

significantly the number of expansion buses required without adversely affecting existing service 

or imposing additional burdens on th<il MTA's ridership. I have given the MTA's argum"'llt 

careful consideration and have studied the supplem"'lltary headway sheets provided. 

Unfortunately, the backup data presented are not supported by specific declarations explaining 

the workings of the techniques on a line by line basis. Owing oralmgument on May 11, there 

was some cl:Jrification of how these techniques might wor.k for certain lines by using expansion 

buses on more than one line through practices such as interlining or short runs. See Transcript of 

May 11, 1999 Oral Argument ("Tr.") at 51-57. However, given the limited evidence pres"'llted 

in the Administrative Record, it is nearly impossible to evaluate the effectiveness and practicality 

of these sophisticated scheduling techniques or to come to a more definitive conclusion 

concerning whether these techniques will potentially result in a significant reduction in service to 

the n-ansit-dependent on other lines.6 

6 I continue to wonder why, if the MTA can remedy lhc ovctcro'W'dicg c.a.uscd by i"yufficienl CQpacity 
through sophisticated schech.tling rech.niqt~es rather than by adding more buses, it has not already done SQ to achieve 
the load factor targets that weu established in October 1996. 

5 
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Despite these difficulties wi!h the data, I do find that some use of the MTA 's scheduling 

techniques can legitimately decrease further the number of expansion buses needed to cover the 

trips added by the March 6 Order. Having reviewed the MTA's scheduling data, I conclude that 

23 of the buses found to be necessary in the March 6 Order can be eliminated by linking together 

rwo or more trips for s~ice by a single bus. Seep. 24, infra. 

Moreover, I have also considered the MTA's arguments concerning the allocation of 

additional buses on lines eliliibiting numerous and recent- but heretofure causally l!lldetennincd 

-load factor violations. Since approximately half of the total load fuctor violations are 

attributable to insufficient capacity, the March 6 Memorandum Decision applied this same ratio 

to some, but not all, of the lines that exhibited numerous and recent violations which remain 

unanalyzed for cause. Having reconsidered the evidence, I remain convinced that this appro«eh 

is consistent with the provisions of the Decree. Nonetheless, I have revisited each of these lines 

and made additional modincations, eliminating an additional six buses where there were only a 

few Wlanalyzed violations that occur:red early on in the monitoring period. Seep. 25, infra. 

With these modifications, as described more fully below, the MTA should move lis 

expeditiously as possible to meet its obligations under the Consent Decree by funding, obtaining, 

and integrating into its fleet the additional expansion buses required to meet the load factor 

targets. 7 This includes moving forward with good faith efforts to procure temporary buses, 

7 During oral argument, the MIA questioned the wisdom of pwchasing new buses to serve •• spares, Tr. at 
61. The- R:cord shows that 3 minimum spare r:~.tio of 20 pcrce!D.t is needed for bw operations. Adm.in.i.suative Record 
('"AR"') Tab 77 at Y-8. To the: c,;((:llt, howc:ver, that the MIA fac"-' legitimate obstacles in procuring the required 
number of buses in the time frame provided in the remedial plan, and concludes that propcr sta,ggc:rlng of new · 
deliveries would enhance overall efficiency, it m•Y propose in its quartx:rly rcpons m defer, up to 12 months. the 
delivery dnr:e of the l1CW vehicles intended tO serve es spares, If it does so, the ~A should ensure that there is in 

6 
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wh(rth.er new or old, to comply with !he Decree while it awaits the arrival of the additional new 

buses. The Consent Decree requires that the MIA apply its best efforts to this task and report on 

its progTess via the quartcrly reports. 8 

With regard to both the temporary buses and the new expansion buses, I note that the 

MIA objected in its brief and during oral argument to the fact that the March 6 Order specifies 

the "type" of vehicle that is needed to ensure compliance with the Consent Decree. E.g., MfA 

Motion at 12. I therefore want to ntake clear that the MTAcontinues to hold discretion over the 

types of vehicles needed to satisfY the additional fleet capacity found to be necessary by the 

March 6 Order, as modified by this Order. For the new expansion buses, the Special Master 

designated CNG buses because these buses are currently being pw-chased and employed on the 

overoi:owded lines and because there are important environmental benefits from the use oftllese 

vehicles. However, if the MTA determines that alternative vehicles, providing equivaleftl 

expansion capacity, would meet the requirements of the Consent Decree and other applicable 

requirements more effectively and efficiently, it may pwoue appropriate alternatives and ell:plain 

its reasons in the quarterly reports. 9 

plact an accc:ptahle method ofutili2:ing th.e e>ti&ting fle<;t (such as by deferring tbe rctir=.ont ofa few of the c::xiscing 
buses) solely to provide the necessary spores far the incoming additional c•p•city bUses. 
' In its propo9ed remedial plan, the MTA bos aheady committed to add 160 bUses to remedy ins1.1fficient 
capacity violations, ~0 buses before JUne 1999 and 130 buses by Oe<:ember 1999. With the modificotiops deS<lribed 
above. the Special Ma.ster"s remedial pl3.D would require !he MTA to use its best effons to obtain 248 bl.lses on a 
temporary basis. which is 88 more buses than the MTA bas already committed to provide. 
' The MTA olso has argued that the Special Master should specify only the number of additional trips that 
ore required to comply with th.e Coll$en!Dec:ree and nat the numbct ofb1.1ses needed to cover the additional trips. 
HO"'-'C!:ver. the MTA's ptoposed use o! schedule adhexence management and adv;mc..::d scheduling ~chniqucs to 
remedy insuffide•t c~pac;ty violations has been hotly cllsputed in th.e JWG oncl by tho paroes. Given the hlstmy oncl 
l3..1lgl.lage of the Consent Decree~ as described in r.bis DecUion and the March 6 Decision, 1 have concluded that a 
fmdin.g on the specific number of expansion buses (or eq\livalent vehicu.lar capa.eity) is criticU to the resolution of 
this d;.pub! . 

7 
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In response to the MT A's Motion, several additional clarifYing points should be made. 

As the Special Master has indicated on several occasions, the Consent Decree does not 

requirepc:rl~on. If the MrA can demonstrate that it has taken all reasonable steps within its 

power to comply, it would be appropriate at that point (and only at that point) to excuse as de 

minimis or immaterial isolated violations occurring over significant intervals. Until the MTA has 

demonstrated a good faith, comprehensive effott to remedy both the ''missing bus" and the 

''insufficient capacity" causes of the load factor violations, however, it is premarure to establish a 

precise de minimis standard. Implementation of the remedial plan set forth in the Ma.ch 6 Order, 

as clarified and modified by this Order, together with timely quarterly reports explaining the 

MTA's efforts to cope with issues and problems along the way, would likely constitute such a 

good faith efiOtt meriting a finding of de minimi3 or immaterial non-compliance for isolated; 

non-repeating and explainable violations. 10 

For present pU1poses, however, there is no basis in the Decree for drawing a principled 

distinction between "one violation per time period" versus ''two or three violations per time 

period." As stated in the March 6 Order, and repeated by the Plaintiffs during oral argument, 

there are many overcrowded buses that do not violate the Consent Decree because to constitute a 

single load factor violation of the 1.35 target there must be an average of more than 1 S people 

,. 
Under these ciil;umstances., isolated instances ofaverc:ro";llding attributable to a school letting om early or a 

major traffic accident could be considered de miJ!Imis or immaterial. Cf Decl:iration of Dana Woodbury (dated Apr. 
!5, 1999)("Woodbwy Decl") '113. 

8 
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standing on all the buses passing the point check during a non-overlapping 20-minute peak 

period. March 6 Order at 20; Tr. at 87-88. Moreover. the ''violations" are based on samples that, 

for most of the 77 lines, are conducted at infrequli'nt intl;'rVa)s. 11 !d. For many of the lines on 

which additional trips are required, single violations in specific time periods are followed by 

multiple violations in adjacent 20-minute periods, indicating a compelling need to spread out the 

additional trips during the morning peak period. Given the magnitude of the violations and the 

lack of success to date in remedying them, there is no justification for ignoring, at the design 

phase of the r=edia! plan. specific violations of the load factor requirements. 

In connection with this remedial stage, it ~;~!so bears repeatitlg that the March 6 Order 

made a critical distinction betWeen violations caused by equipment malfunctions and violations 

resulting from insufficient capacity. Both the MTA and the Plaintiffs agree that about half of the 

load factor violations are caused by missing buses- in large measure attributable to the 

deterioration of an over-age bus fleet and the deferral of bus replacements for many years . .. -· 

March 6 Order at 22-23. In addressing these violations, the Special Master rejected the 

Plaintiffs' proposed remedy and essentially adopted the MTA"s accelerated replacement 

schedule and other related remedies. The MTA's Accelerated Bus Replac=ent Program· 

represents a substantial investment made by the MTA to r=edy conditions of overcrowding 

caused by an unreliable and aging fleet. The MTA should be commended for making this multi-

million dollar investment and for securing an accelerated stream of replacement buses. 12 In 

11 For example, for 57 of the 77 linc:s, the checks may have been performed as infrequently as once per 
auarter. AR Tab 81 at !15- I 16. · 
\ The MTA states that, as a. result of the Accelerated Bus Proc\li'em.Cnt Plan, its re:plczcarrent ~chcdulc will 
provide a total of 2,095 new buses from :FY98 through FY04, The MTA notes that this represents approximately 
78:Z buset:. over an.d above what it contemplated for replacement at the time the CoilSOll Decret. was signee!. at an 
additional cost ofS300 million. See MTA Moti= at 8. 
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order for the remedies to prove effective, however, the new buses scheduled to replace the over-

age buses should be used for their intended purpose; they should not be redirected to fulfilling 

(or counted against) the additional capacity remedies enumerated in the March 6 Memorandum 

Decision, as modified by this Order. Adherence to the letter and the spirit of the Consent Decree 

requires expansion buses to add capacity and increase the size of the active fleet. That is what 

the present dispute is about 

The Speoial Master recognizes that severe time constraints face the MT A While the 

MTA has in place a sound program that will address the "missing bus" cause of the load factor 

violations, it has not moved expeditiously to remedy, through fleet expansion, th·e "insufficient 

capacity" violations. In trying to catch up at this late stage, the MTA undoubtedly will need to 

satisfY various legal prerequisites and may confront unanticipated obstacles. These problems 

will have to be addressed if and when they present themselves. In the meantime, progre:s~ should 

be detailed in the quarterly reportS. 13 

Finally, I hasten to point out that the March 6 Order reflects my best judgment, based on 

the Administrative Record, concerning the expanded fleet capacity that is required to meet the 

MTA's load factor obligations under the Consent Decree. While this calculation has been made 

on a line-by-line basis, the remedial plan does not require the MTA to ass.ign the exact number of 

buses to the el'a.ct routes described in the computation of this needed eJqJansion capacity. The 

\) 
Alr"in. perfection is not required and th< M'l'A is nor being asked 10 pc:fonn the impossible. If the~ A 

has a sufficient and c::ourt .. awroved rerru::d.ial plan in place, and can establish that it is tal::.ing every l'easo:nable step in 
its powq to execute faithfully this plan, thc:n, for e;tample, tbe late a:niva.l of additionnl now buses for rca..sons 
beyond the MTA 's control would not be considered a viobtian of the remedial plan. To date, bo"'ever, the~ A 
appears to n::sisr any requirement of addi~ new expaos:ion buses as part of a remedial plan that it has not, in its 
sole discretion, devised. 

10 
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MTA retains the discretion to schedule the adrutional capacity in an optimum manner to meet the 

1.35 and 1.25 load factor targets. If the MTA can establish at some future date that its remedial 

steps have sllecessfully eliminated the load faetor violations (except for de minimis or immaterial 

exceptions) by using fewer than the tequired number of expansion bus~ and without 

significantlyreducing sel:'lice on the transit-dependent Jines, the MT A will be free at that point to 

reassign these additional buses to other pmposes consistent with the Consent Decree, such as 

expanding the Five Year New Service Plan and the Rapid Bus Network. 

Therefore, in response to theMTA's Motion for Clarification and Modification, 

paragraph 6 of the Remedial Plan set forth in the March 6 Order has been revised in accorclance 

with the modifications and clarifications clescribed above. Seep. 29, infra. All other paragraphs 

in the Remedial Plan remain in effect as described in the March 6 Order. The MTA's petition to 

withdraw paragraph 7 is denied for the reasons set forth infra at pp. 26-27. 

ANALYSIS ANl> FINDINGS 

I. Authority to Issue Remedial Orders 

The MTA's most surprising new argument is its contention that the Consent Decree does 

not authorize the Special Master to issue remedial orders for established violations of the Decree, 

except to resolve "(1) whether the targets have been met, or (2) whether sufficient funds have 

been reprogrammed to meet the next target." MTA Motion at 12, citing Consent Decree at 

Section II.A.4. (emphasis omitted). During oral argument, ilie MTA's counsel argued 

emphatically that the Special Master's Section V authority to resolve disputes is, in effect, 

preempted by the more specific remedial powers outlined in Section Il. Tr. at 40-41. 

ll 
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The specific language of the Consent Decree and the Order of Reference suggest 

otherwise. Section V .B. provides the Special Master with express authority to resolve any 

disputes arising under any provision of Sections I through lV of the Decree: 

"Any dispute arising under any provision of Sections I through IV oftbis Consent Decree 
in which the JWG has a role shall initially be addressed by the JWG. If the JWG cannot 
resolve the matter. or if the JWG does not have a role in the disputed function, this 
dispute shall be referred to the attorneys to the parties. lfthe attorneys cannot resolve the 
matter infoxmlllly. tbe attorneys shall refer the matter to the Special Master for resolution, 
pursuant to procedures set forth by the Special Master. Any matter tesolved by or 
referred to the Special Master may be reviewed by the District Coun, along with the 
recommendations of the Special Master, if any. upon motion by either of the parries:· 

The MTA's load factor obligations which are the subject of the Special Masrer's March 6 

Memorandwn :Oe~;ision are specified in Section ll of the Consent Decree. Consequently, if the 

JWG and the attorneys cannot resolve disputes concerning how to remedy violations of those 

provisions relating to load factor compliance, the matter."shall" be refen:ed to the Special Master 

for resolution pUISUant to Secticm V. 

The remedial powers described in Section ll.A.4. are fully consistent with the Special 

Master's dispute resolution authority foWJd in Section V. Well-established canons of contract 

inraprctation, embodied in California law, provide that the "whole of a contract is to b"e taken 

together, so as to give effect to evezy part, if reasonably practicable, each clause helping to 

interpret the other." Cal. Civ. Code§ 1641. Reading these two sections together, B!ld giving 

effect to each, it is clear that the Section II remedial powers authorizing the Special Master to 

determine whether MTA funds must be reprogrammed supplements, rather than excludes. the 

Special Master's Section V power to issue remedial orders resolving disputes under me Decree . 
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. The Order of Reference f\lrthet reinforces the Special Master's authority to issue 

remedial orders. lt expressly states that "[i)fthe attorneys for the parties cannot resolve matters 

informally pursuant to the Consent Decree, the attorneys shall refer the matter to the Special 

Master for resolution, plliSI.lant to procedu.res set forth by the Special Master." Order of 

Reference, 14- This delegation ofpower is consistent with Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 

53( c), which allows an order of reference to specify the master's powers and provides that 

'"[s]ubject to the speci.li.cations :md linlitations stated in the order [of reference], the IDRStec has 

and shall exercise the power to .•• take all meas\ll"e necessary or proper for the efficient 

perfonnance of the master's duties under the order." Fed. R. Civ. P. 53( c). In fact, where there 

is a conflict between the Co=t Decree 3Ild Rule 53, the parties have specifically agreed that 

the Consent Decree "sh.all govern." Order of Reference at~ 5. 

But even assuming arguendo that the langUage of the Decree or the Order of Reference 

were somehow ambiguous on this point, the extrinsic evidence of the parties' intent compels the 

same conclusion concf:ming !he question of the Special Master's authority. In interpreting 

ambiguous contrac~. courts often look to the post-contract conduct to infer the parties' intent. 

See Golden West Baseball Co."· City of Anaheim, 25 Cal. App. 4th II (1994) (post-a~ent 

conduct ll'!ay be used to resolve ambiguities in contracts). 1~ As !he Plaintiffs have pointed out, 

the MTA's prior conduct in these proceedil\gs reflec~ an explicit recognition of the Special 

Master's authority to resolve disputes and compel the parties to act when necessary. Most 

notably, in July 1998, the MTA filed a motion asking the Special Master to exercise his dispute 

1' Indeed, the M.TA recognized this principle in its March 23, 1999 Opening Brie!re F;ve Year Plan ("When 
the parties to a contract perform under it and demonstrate by their conduc:t U..c they blew whac they were t:ill:mg 
about(,] the coons should ..Uotec that intent." !d. at 2 n. 2, citatiaas omltted). 
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resolution authority and prohibit the Plaintiffs from organizing a "no seat, no fure" strike. The 

MTA cited to the Special Master's powers under Section V.B. of the Consent Decyee and 

concluded the following: 

"Here, the Special Master was appointed to monitor the parties' compliance with, and 
resolve any disputes arising undc:r, the Consent Decree. (Consent Decree, §V .) The 
Consent Decree does not impose any limitations on the Special Master's powers or 
authorities to effectuate these objectives. Accordingly, the Special Master has the 
inherem authority to issue orders and resolve disputes llrisin.g under the Consent 
Decree." 

MTA Letter-brief to Special Master (dated JUly 30, 1998) at S (emphasis added). 15 lbi.s 

consensus regarding the Special Master's authority bas similarly governed the resolution of 

various other implementation issues, including the Night Owl Service. AR Tab 2. Thus, the 

post-Consent Decree conduct of both parties reaffirms that they envisioned and expected the 

Special Master to resolve disputes and issue orders goveiiung the parties' future conduct.16 

Taking another tack, the MTA attempts to nullify the Special Master's agreed-upon 

authority by misreading Section U.A.3. of the Decree, which provides that the MTA initially has 

the discretion to determine how to m~;:llt the load factor requirements. The MIA contends that 

under this provision it is the sole :ubiter of how to retlledy its own violations. 

The MTA was fully afforded the initial discretion contemplaxed by Section ll.A.3. From 

1996 to the present, the MT A, in its sole discretion, decided what steps to take to comply with 

" This position was rcaffim>ed by the MTA in its Reply Brief(dated Aug. 9, 1998) on this snme issue. 
" ln • simil•r vein. the plaintiff:J argue d:t.at the doctrine of judicial e>tapp<:l precludeS !he MTA fromnisiag 
any objection "£0 the Special Master's authority. This doctrine is often invol:cd, both injudkial ond administrative 
cont=ts, to prohibit a party from unfairly goiuillg an advantage by taking one position and then subsequently taking 
an incompabble position. See. e.g., Ya~ez v. United State>. 989 F.2d 323 (9th Cir. 1993); Ris.seffo v. Plumbers & 
Steamjillers Lac"/ ]43, 94 F.3d 597 (9rh Cir. 1996). 
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the Decree. Those steps, however, h?~Ve been shown to be insufficient.17 Both the JWG and the 

panies' attorneys, with the support of the Special Master, have attempted repeatedly to come up 

with a joint solution to the load factor violations. Having failed in this effort, the parties have 

submitted this dispute to the Special Master pursuant to Section V of the Decree. 

Finally, the MTA continues its challenge to the Special Master's authority by advancing 

two separare, but interrelated, arguments: (1) tbat the Special Master has "not been granted the 

a.u"!horitY to control the operation of the MTA or to order how the target load factors are to be 

achieved"; a.td (2) that "even absent the specific restrictions contained in the language of the 

Consent Decree, ... the Special Master must carefully consider the fiscal impact of his 

recommendations and exercise great deference to the MT A's own analysis and conclusions." 

MTA Motion at 6, 11. 

Both contentions are founded on a misunderstanding of the role and the decisions of !he 

Special Master. The parties expressly agreed to abide by a set of procedures to resolve disputes. 

Consistent with his obligation to "resolve" disputes arising under the Consent Decree, the 

Special Master has sought to limit interl"erenee with the MT A's control of its operations and to 

defer, as much as possible, to the MTA's decisiorunaking and funding responsibilities. &e Tr. at 

78-82. Any party dissatisfied with the factual or legal accuracy of the Special Master's decisions 

" Pursuant to the Special Master"s legal guidance, both the MTA and the BRU found that the MT A failed 10 
meet the load fa"or mrge<S on 75 out of !he 79 lines monitored. AR Tabs 36, 37. Il:! its motion and oral atgument, 
tbc.MTA artcmpts to b•cl:tiack on these issues, •tating tb.n in admitting nancompllance, il had teS¢IVed itS right to 
appoal the legal standard beyond the deadline set by the Special Master, that the lood faaor t:>tge<S are merely goals 
and not an enforceable "ceiling" and thQt ·~subst1ntial .. camplionc:e on a system-wide: basis. as opp0$ed to line-by .. 
line compl;,m.,e, is all that is ~cd. It should be no~d for the re<:ard that. in admittiJ.\g to the load (aclor violations, 
rho MT A did submit to the Special Masb:f a document secldng to reserve i1S righ1S to app""'l cOitain issues. AR Tab 
36. However, this document only pwported to reserve the MTA 's righ1S ro appeal (I) the deadlines for appealing 
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can appeal these decisions dir~ly ~d immediately to the Disnict Court. Although not a perfect 

analogy, these procedures are a1cin tQ voluntary, binding dispute resolution subject to appeal. 

There can be no issue of improper "control" in this context.18 

Indeed, for more than two and a half years. the parties and the Special Master have 

op<:rated under this understanding of the De.:ree and have resolved several issues pursuant to 

these procedures. In the first instance, the Special Master has consistently deferred to the MTA 

on how to comply with the Decree. Where this has tailed, he has encouraged the JWG and 

outside counsel to resolve disputes that have arisen. Only when these efforts have failed has the 

Special Master taken steps to resolve concrete remedial issues as required under Section V .B. 

The MTA has participated in these proceedings at each stage and, consequently, cannot now 

claim surprise concerning the pUipose or effect of this Stage II proceeding.19 

the August 2S Order, (2) the ptopriety of granting rtcoosidcratian, (3) me "sliding~ 20-mlnute issue, and (4) the 
deletion of tht de minimis rd'erences on recansid<:ratiaD. Ill. 
18 The case law upoa which !he MTA relies in Ibis contel<t is likl:wise inapposite. Both Hopluwil v. Ray, 682 
F.2d !237, 1263 (9th Cir. 1982), and National OrganlzationfQr lhe /l.t!{Qrm ofMarijuQP.tJ. Laws"· M11llen, 828 F.2d 
536, 542 (9th Cir. 1987) involved coult-lnll!ldar.cd (as opposed to stipulall:d) special roasters. These eases stand for 
lhe unremarkable- ud wholly unrelated -proposition that Rule 53 does not authorize a court to place involuntarily 
a special master in eontrol of a defendant In order to foroe tompliance with coun onlers. Hen:, the cooseusual 
nanll'e of the appointmeal and the ayetd-upon disput<: resolution procedures, coupkd with tht ability ID sed: rt:Viow 
in the dis trier court. eliminates any question of UnproJ'C{ ~ontrol. 

More significantly, the Mazeh 6 Memanmcll.nn Deeisian&iocs not seck to iiiJPOse "conaol" over the daily 
opaaticnu or decisionm,OO,g powm of the MTA. It simply sets forth the actions that are necessary to remedy the 
MTA 's """"o<npliaoce "-~th the Consent Decree. Th!! the MT A must Jllll"hasc triJ>lC buses in order to meet the 
re<tuiremeo!S of the Decree is nor a question of eonttol. The March 6 Decision leaves it up t(l the MTA to docide 
how to procuxc the buses, bow to schedule the additional capacity, how to provide the <'perators, mechanics and 
other needed suppart and how to iosti1\lle the otha policies and pxactices Jlecessary ro integra~~: these cxpo=ion 
buses into the MTA's fle¢1. 
19 The MTA furtlw- aJJ:Ues that the recommendations made by the Special Master iD tht March 6 
Memor.mdum Decision are !he funcuolllll equivalent of a malldatoty injunctioll issued without notice. MTA Motion 
at 23. This SJrgwnent again igno.res·th.ct critical fuct th.o.t the dispute resolution pl'Qecdures were agreed upon hy the 
parties, e.nd that the MT A. has always been on notice that the present Stage n procc00ings wore ditecred toward< 
remedial issues. See. e.g., Scptx:mbet &, 1998 !etta to Special Masll:'r ftom MTA, Attach. A ("the MTA will not be 
able 10 make an infonned decision as to "'b<ther the Spooial Mast<r's Order of Augusr 25 should be appealed until it 
kno"'S !he scope and •arure ofrhe ~emedy that Will be Unplemented as a re.ult of that Order.n)(A.R Tab 36). 
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For the same reasons. the MT A's demand for total institutional "deference" is misplaced. 

As stated earlier, the initilll deference afforded the MT A by Section ll.A.3 does not grant the 

agency sole and unfettered authority to watch over and teniedy its own violations. MTA's 

interpretation is wholly at odds with the dispute resolution procedures agreed to in Section V.B. 

and the Special Master's Order ofRefere:nce. Nor do the <;aseS cited by the MTA offer any 

support for any heightened deference un.der these circumstances. Both New York Stare Ass 'n for 

Retarded Children v. Carey. 706 F.2d 956 (2d Cir. 1983) and Rufo v.JnmaiQ of Suffolk County 

Jail, 502 U.S. 367 (1992) deal primarily with the issue ofwhat standards should be used in 

derennining whether modification of a consent decree is appropriate. That issue is not before us 

here.20 

11. Standards Fol' Compli:mc:e With Load Factor Requirements 

The MTA contends in its Motion that the March 6 Order violated the standard canons of 

contract conStruction by reading the terms of the Decree too literally and by failing to apply a 

"substantial compliance" standwd in interpreting the Decree's requirements. MTA's Motion at 

13-16. In essence, the MTA argues for a wholesale revision of the Special Master's previous 

Orders concerning the legal interpretation of the load factor requirements.21 

The MTA also relies without success on YoiUfg:rb~ v. Rom<n'O. 457 U.S. 307 (1982). hi Young.rberg. llu: 
Coun: held lhat stare facilities are canstirutioll3lly required oJ>ly to c<~c;tcise "ptofessiol)l!!juclgm.ent'' in instituting 
policies and programs and expWned that "[it] ~not appropriate for the oouru to speoify wbioh of sevetlll 
professionally acccptablo choi<es should have been lilade." /d. at 3:!1. The MlA oannct rely on Youngtberg 
because, as the Maxch 6 Memorandum Dedsinn made clear, the MTA ·s remedial plan does nottepresent a 
r.ofession.aUy acceptable choice for remedyillg the load factor violations caused by Insufficient capacity. 

1 As a preli.m.ina{y xnartc:r, it is 1S'Urfh Doting thai the MT A • s attempt to revisit the st1n.dards of compliance 
comes ovcrsix months after the Special Master's July IS, 1998 ond August 1.5, 1998 Otdcrs telating to the 
compliance standards. Although I have nnnetbel<SS considered again the MT A· s legal argumentS in the proscnt 
Motion, the MTA ·s delay in as!letting it. opecific obje-ctiOllS to the standards enunciated in these Ord= viola res the 
procedures that have been eStablished to ensUre officient and fair resolution of disputes under the Dccroe. 
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Having reviewed the languape of the Consent Decree, the MTA's arguments and my 

prior Orders, I continue to find that the standards enunciated in previous Orders are fully in 

keeping with the MTA's repeated admonitions that the meaning of a contract is to be gleaned 

from the language of the writing alone. See afso Cal. Civ. Code § 1639. As explained in the 

Special Master's July 15, 1998 and August 25, 1998 Orders, the provisions of Sections II.A.l. 

and ll.A.2. of the Consent Decree unambiguously provide for "the redu.etion of the maximwn 

load factor ceifingfor all bus routes from 1.45 to 1.2 in [specified] increments." Consent Decree 

at 3 (emphasis added). The load factor is to be measured "during any 20 minute weekday peak 

period in the peak direction of travel on each bU3lin.e." ld. (emphasis added). Under Section 

II.A.4. "Failure to Meet Targets" specific remedial procedures are triggered "ifMTA fails to 

meet the target load factors for aU bus lines by the dates specified." Contrary to the MIA's 

contention, the Special Master's "literal" interpretation of this express language is not 

inconsistent with any other provisions of the Decree, or with the broader purpose of improving 

transportation conditions for the transit-dependent. 

Additionally, the standard of"substanrial compliance'' referenced in Section VIII of the 

Consent Decree does not qualify the specific performance requiren:tents described in Section II. 

Rather, this standard is limited to the context in which it is found; it is applicable only to a 

petition by the MTA to be released from the obligations of the Decree, subject to certain 

conditions, after seven years. Otherwise, the preoise load factor targets established by the 

Decree would be renda:red virtually meaningless. 
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III. Effect On Other Statutory ,Obligations 

The MT A further argues that implementation of the Special Master's March 6 Order 

would force the MT A into a Hobbesian choice between complying either with the Decision or 

MT A's other statutozy obligations. MTA Motion at 16-23. In connection with this argument, 

the MTA identifies various state and federal funding limitstions, as well as several 

environmental ststutes, which it contends might be violated if it were to implement the March 6 

Order. !d. 

In the intervening two and a half years since the Consent Decree was signed, the MTA 

has had ample signs (through preliminary point check data) that additional bus capacity was 

needed to meet the upcoming load factor targets. Although the MT A is to be commended for 

approving on itS own initiative an ambitious and accelerated bus replacement plan to retire the 

agency's hLlil<:lreds of over-age buses, the fact remains that expansion buses beyond these 

replacement buses are also required to remedy the load fuctor violations caused by the MT A's 

insufficient capacity. The fact that the MT A has not adequately prepared for this contingency is 

not an excuse to delay further (much less excuse altogether) the implementation of the Decree. 

Regardless of the cause of~he present diffieulties, however, the MTA does no~ 

demonstrate specifically how the March 6 Order would compel the MTA to violate any statutory 

obligations. In the MTA's May a, 1998 draft Restructuring Plan, the MTA identifies the many 

funding sources for which bus capital and/or operating costs are eligible. AR Tab 81 at 42-43. 

For many of these bus-eligible funding categories, no funds at all have been allocated to buses. 

See ger~erally Declaration of Thomas A. Rubin (dated April29, 1998) ("Rubin DecL") mf27-63 
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(noting that the MT A has not applied {or, allocated. or obtained maximum bus funding under 
., 

various federal, state and local funding sources including Sections 5307, 5309 and Proposition C 

Funds). Thus, the fact that the MTA apparently has not applied for, allocated or received these 

bus-eligible funds somewhat undercuts the MT A's argument that it will be forced i:o tap already

conunitted funds, and therefore violate its other statutoty obligations, to comply With the 

Focusing on its other obligations, however, does not relieve the MTA :from its obligation 

under the Decree to make bus op~ons its first priority: 

"consist.ent with other statutozy responsibilities and obligations, MT A's first priority for 
the use ofbus-eligible ftmds realized in excess of funds already budgeted [in October, 
1996] for other putposes shall be to improve bus service for the tl'ansit-dependent by 
implementing MTA's obligations pursuant to Ibis Consent Decree." 

Consent Decree § I.F P As a practical and contractual matter, the allocation of sufficient 

resoutces to halt the deterioration ofbus service to the MTA's most frequent daily customers-

the transit-<iepe:ndent of Los .Angeles- should take precedence over the func:!ing ofn~ transit 

alternatives, even those designed to attract new transit patrons. This is what the Consent Decree 

requites. 

Moreover, despite Mr. Yale's genetal inventozy of the many, varied and substantial 

sources ofMT A ftmding, some of which are restricted to specific purposes, the MTA does not 

During the oral arg\llllet1t and in his declaration. the MTA CEO Julian Burke vigorously set forth the 
<ubstantial financial challenges thai the remedial plan creates for the MTA in the ccntext of an agency that has 
ac:complisbed llluch in receD.t rno.nths to put its finnncial house in «der. However. Mr. B~ did nor conccnd that it 
was im!>"ssiblc to identify funding to comply with the remedial pbn; his primary concern was ..,;th the op=tioiUll 
costs ofan expanded bus fke1. Tr. at 65-72. 
"' lf sufficient funding is not provided, Soction I.F. further provides that "the matte< shall b<: addressed in 
aocardance with the procedures set fotth in Ibis Co!lS<nt DC<>roc:."" 
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specifically show how its long-range budge!, with careful and advance planning, cannot 
., 

accommodate the expenditures required to comply with the March 6 Decision as modified by 

this Order. On the contrary, the November II, 1998 Regional Transportation Alternatives 

Analysis (''RTAA .. ) concluded that as a result of suspended r.ril projects and expanded funding 
' . .. -._ >-~-;:,'fi.~_<f:!Ji~:~~-->---<_,-- _ .. -_ --,.~:-:-:.>;_?~::-.f/,-,-~._:.;· ---- _::_::: .;.:.:. - -- . ' 

sources, the MTA is expected to have approximately $1.4 billion in furids available between · 

FY99 and FY04. While there are, of course, other important projects that call fur the use of 

these funds, the f&:t remains that, on this record, the MTA has not shown why some of these 

funds could not be used to fund or to secure the funding of the expansion buses required by the 

Remedial Plan.24 

The MTA expresses the further concern that enviJ;onmental statutes may pose obstacles to 

the implementation of the March 6 Memorandum Decision. Statutocy obligations such as the 

National Environmental Policy Act <NEP A), the National Ambient Air Quality Standards 

(NAAQS) and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) have always been an important 

consideration in planning any transportation project in California. Generally, adding. additional 

bus capacity to improve service quantity should contribute positively to environmental quality. 

If despite the MTA's good faith efforts to implement an approved remedial plan there~ 

unavoidable delays in complying with statutocy requirements, these issues should be addressed 

in the quarterly reports. 

Taking into account varioll!; demands on these funds, the RT/Vo. concludes !hat dUring the fY99-04 
timefrnme thexe will be $593.9 million m available funding which, after !:>ldng out S267, I mi!lion whi.eh the RT/Vo. 
teeommends should be CJ<p=dod on the Rapid Bus l'Iogram, sdlll..,vcs $326.8 million available. The RTAA finds 
<Vcn more fUDding available between FY99·FYIO ($2.4 billion availab).e). Se:e .All.. Tab 104 at 28. 
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IV. Line By Line Modifieations . 
As the Plaintiffs acknowledge, because the Special Master is authorized by the provisions 

of the Consent Decree to establish separate procedures for adjudicating disputes between the 

parties. the present motion is not necessarily govaned by the Central District Looal Rules on 
.' ... -,- ' ~ '7:''"• --• ,','.',_ ,: -·,:· ," •,;¥,'..,;_,;.,.;,;. ,·· •, ,'r•.':,·::•".-

motions for reconsideration.25 Nonetheless, the standards for such motions are insbW::tive. 

Central District Local Rule 7.16 provides: 

"A motion for reconsideration of the decision on any motion may be made only Qll the 
grounds of (a) a material difference in fa.ct or law from that presented to the CoUrt· .. ·., or 
(b) the emergence of new material.facts or a change oflaw.: ., or {c) a manifeSt showing . 
of a failure to consider material facts presented to the Court before such decision. ... " 

With this standard in mind, I have reviewed the declarations and supplementary evidence 

provided by the MTA as well as the declarations submitted by the Plaintiffs. The MT A contends 

that there are two ways in which it can reduce the number ofbuses required to cover the 

additional bus trips found to be necessary by the March 6 Memorandum Decision. MTA Motion 

at 32-33; see also Deelaration of Dana Woodbury {dated April 15, 1999) ("Woodbury Decl") at 

ff 7, 11).11. First, the MTA assertS that 28 buses can be eliminated from the Special Master's 

calculations by matching nips to location and direction because, in some \nstances, one bus can 

provide more than one needed trip. Woodbury Dec!. 'l\10. Second, the MT A contends that 

additional use of advanced scheduling techniques can further decrease the num.ber of buses 

required by 64 buses. Id. 'IJII. 

Addressing first the MTA's argument concer.ning the advanced scheduling techniques, I 

find that the MTA has not established that the additional use of these techniques is an appropriate 

" Although not titled as ouch. the Ml'A •s Motion clearly seeks .-consideration of the March 6 Memorandum 
Decision. 
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basis upon which to reduce the numba- of expansion buses that are necessary to remedy load ., 

factor violations attributable to insufficient capacity. The March 6 Decision already took into 

account the use of advanced scheduling techniques such as interlining, shortlining and 

deadheading, when such techniques do not adversely affect the transit-dependent by reducing the 

level of service on other bus lines, in crafting a remedial plan that found fewer buses to be 

necessary than proposed by the BRU. 

The supplementary evidence provided by the MT A in its present motion does not support 

a .further reduction. The raw and largely unexplained headway sheetS provided by the MT A to 

supplement the Administrative Record do not show completely the interrelationship of the 

affected bus lines, nor do they establish that the altered headways and schedules will not 

adversely affect other service.26 While counsel for the MT A very effectively explained at oral 

argument how these techniques would apply to several specifio lines (Tr. at 51-57). the fact 

remains that these schedules were prepared as an exercise to show theoretically how the MT A 

could cover additional trips without buying expansion buses. As such, the techniques appear to 

involve somewhat contorted schedules that target specific violations rather than optimizing the 

use of the bus fleet for the benefit of riders. Indeed., one schedule maker attached a note io the 

scheduling sheets stating that ''[i]n reality, we probably would have the trips worlc westboWtd 

instead of off-routing [deadheading]," suggesting that the theoretical reductions might not be 

practical. Second Supplemental AR at 165. See Declaration of Ted Robertson (dated May 1, 

1998) ("Robertson Decl.") "i! 16; .ree also id. mJ14-19. As explained by counsel, some of the 

"' Other than the gc:neral explanation offered in the Dcclantion of Dana Woodbury, the two volumes of 
supplementary cvicknce come unaccottlpanicd by any declaration providing a line by line account of how these 
techniques would work. Moreover. they wc:re submitted for the record without having b<>:n fint provided to the 
Plaintiill and their expetts for review. Tr. at I 02. 
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Interline and short ron schedules involve the use of expansion buses on more than one line; 
'i 

however, lhe MT A does not indicate how many expansion buses would be required for this 

purpose and where and when the MTA plans to obtain these buses. Given the rigorous standard 

nomtally applicable to motions for reconsideration, there is no basis to find that these additional 

data justifY reopening the Special Master's March 6 Decision limiting the application of 

advanced scheduling techniques in the design of a remedial plan.Z7 

On the other hand, the MTA's trip-linking proposal described in the Woodbury 

Declaration does satisfy this requirement. Table 2 attached to the Woodbury Declaration 

illustrates graphically how various bus trips found to be necessary by the March 6 Decision can 

be linked wil.h a single bus, thereby reducing the nwnbcr ofbuses required. 1 am satisfied that 

this technique improves upon and refines the factual findings of the March 6 Decision in a 

manner fully consistent with the purpose of the Consent Decree. Attached as Exhibit A to this 

Order are my line by line modifications to the March 6 Order based on the use of this technique. 

Several important caveats to these modifications should be noted. 

Fixst, the Woodbury Declaration excludes from the analysis and computation any time 

period for which the Special Master added trips based on violations for which the cause had not 

v It bears n:peating lhn.t the relevant issue in this Stage 11 p<o=ding is this: B .. ed on the AdmiDismltivc 
Record, how many expansion buses (or vehicular equivalents) are needed ta remedy the load factor violations 
zmibutable to insutlicietl.t capacity'? The Remedial Plan docs !lOt dictate to the MTA how these buses should be 
scheduled. It l< assumed thst, in s~u~ this additional ca)?3City, the MfA w:iU uti!Ue its e~perienced schedule 
maker< to optimize both the: effieic:nt usc of these bll$<s ond the benefits to the transit-dependent. If the Mf A is able 
to meet the lo•d f=r targetS without utilizing all the apanSion buses roqui.rcd, it would be fi= at that poiiit to usc 
the buses to improve service to the trznsit-dependent through an expansion of the Five Year New Service Plan, the 
Rapid Bus Expansion Netwwk or other projectS. 
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at that time been analyzed.28 Thus, for these lines, the Mf A's calculation of the number of buses 

required is understated.29 At the request of the MfA, however, I have revisited my calculations 

concerning these violations. Since I have foUnd, based on the Administrative Record, that 

approximately half of the load factor violations are attributable to insufficient capacity, the 

March 6 Order added bus trips for some {but not all) unanalyzed violations, predominantly on 

lines where a substantial number of violations occurred repeatedly and recently. I continue to 

find that this methodology is rooted finnly in an accurate and realistic assessment of the extent of 

the MTA's load factor violations. Having reviewed my previous findings. however, I now find 

that, ofthe buses added by the March 6 Order as a result of unanalyzed violations, six buses were 

added for violations that did not occur with sufficient frequency or that occurred primarily in the 

early months of the compliance period. Exhibit B to this Otder presents my modified findings in 

this regard. 

Second, the calculations in Table 2 attached to the Woodbwy Declaration understate the 

total number ofbuses required by failing to add trips for violations occurring in the 8:40- 9:00 

a.m. time period. Contrary to the MT A's contentions, Lines 2, 70 and 78 do in £act exhibit 

violations in this period. For example, Line 2 had four ''insufficient capacity" violations during 

the 8:00a.m.- 8:19a.m. time period (8:03am., 8:09am., 8:14a.m., 8:14a.m.), two recent 

unanalyzed violations occurring at 8:27 am. and 8:3 l am., and two other "insufficient capacity" 

violations occurring at 8:35a.m. and 8:36a.m. Since the time of the violation in the Plaintiffs' 

mapping data indicates the first minute of the twenty-minute violation, the 8:35 a.m. and 

28 See, e.g., Woodbury D&el.1 Bx.b. D, .Bus Lines 16, 20, 110, 111. 
20 For example, Lin-e 420 c:xlubitcd rcpcli!ed and ~ent violations between 6:40a.m. and 7:40a.m. a.nd 
between 8:00a.m. and 8:40a.m., for which the Sp~ial Mast.;r reqttin::d thn:e additional buses. The Woodbury 
declaration recommends 0 buses !or this line on the ground tho.t the violations were not analyzed. 
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8:36am. violations reflect conditiqns of overcrowding from 8:35 a.m. through 8:56a.m. 30 Thus. 

it is proper to add bus trips for this last time period. 

Finally, it is imponant to point out that. for numerous lines, the Woodbwy methoqo!ogy 
......... -

(by acknowledging that violations can occur in different directions and route segments) actually 

identifies more necessary bus trips, and in some cases concludes that more buses are required, 

than found to be necessary in the March 6 Memorandum Decision. 31 This shows that in certain 

instances the Special Master understated the number of additional bus trips required on eertain 

lines and may have correspondingly understated the number of buses required to remedy 

violations on these lines. Nonetheless, I have not incx-eased the number ofbuses required or 

otherwise modified my findings for those lines even where the MT A's numbers may be greater. 

V. Requirement of 102 Buses 

The MT A's Motion also requests reconsideration of that portion of the March 6 Decision 

which directed the MTA to purchase an additionall02 buses pursuant to Section II.B. of the 

Decree. MT A Motion at 24-26. The MTA argues that the Consent Decree does not require that 

the 102 buses be new buses. /d. 

The MT A's arguments on reconsideration are identical to its arguments offered earlier, 

and fail for the same reasons. In previous rulings and in the March 6 Memorandum Decision, I 

have explained how the MTA has only temporarily met the requirement of Section IJ.B. by 

30 SiDlllarly, Line 70 bad seven violatioas starting m the 8:20-8:39 a.m. time pcrlad, including violations 
staning at 8:33 a.m. and 8:36 a.m. which span almost to the .00 of the 9:00 a.m. hour. 
31 FCI:I" example. for Line I, Woodbury'• methodology of linking ttips concludes that eigln buses~ required 
for this line. although the Special Mas1cr only ordc:=! fi..,. 
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extending the life of buses scheduled for replacement. I have also indicated previously that 

eventually the MTA would have to retire these replacement buses and obtain 102 new buses to 

satisfY this requirement. The MT A does not provide any new basis or argument to amend this 

conclusion .. These expansion buses may be used by the MTA for any purpose that improves bus 

service for the transit-dependent. 

VI. Procurement of Temporary Buses. 

The MT A argues that it cannot lease or othexwise procure the 2 77 temporary buses 

specified in the March 6 Memorandum Decision because there are virtually no new CNG buses 

available for lease. MTA Motion at 33-34. While this may be true, the March 6 Memorandum 

Decision did not require that the temporary buses be new or CNG. The Decision stated that in 

order to achieve compliance with the Decree, the MTA should "obtain. through lease or other 

means, 277 buses on a temporary basis to meet lhe 1.3S LFT as soon as possible until the new 

purchased buses arrive." ld. at 55. The MTA ha$ the discretion to detennine what types of 

vehicles it can obtain for 1his purpose. Moreover, since the present Order reduces the number of 

buses necessai)' to comply with the 1.35 LFT from 277 to 248 (not counting spares), the number 

oftemporazy buses needed is also red,uced to 248. 

VII. Summary of Modifications to the March 6 Order 

As stated above. the modifications to the specific line by line finding:; made in the 

March 6 Order are attached hereto as Exhibits A and B. To summarize these findings, rh.e 277 

buses found to be necessary by the March 6 Decision to meet the 1.3 5 load factor requirements 

are hereby reduced by 29 buses (23·bUS reduction in Exhibit A, 6 bus reduction in Exhibit B), for 
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a total of 248 buses. Applying this ratio of reduction to the 1.25 load fuctor target, I find that the 

number of additional buses required for this next standard is reduced from 126 to 113. Adding 

the standard spare ratio of20%, and subtracting !he 53 additional buses already planned, the total 

number of buses required to meet the 1.35 and 1.25 load factor targets equals 379 additional 

buses. 

In sum, 379 new buses are necessary to expand the fleet size to remedy the load factor 

violations attributable to insufficient capacity and 102 new buses are necessary to meet the 

MTA's obligation under Section II.B. of the Consent Decree to expand bus services for the 

transit-dependent. With respect to that half of the load factor violations attributable to "missing 

buses." the MTA has in place a comprehensive and sufficient plan, including an accelerated bus 

replacement schedule and related remedies. While this program to accelerate the replacement of 

buses that are over 12 years old/500,000 miles will contribute greatly to the improvement in the 

quality of bus service, it is not enough. Additional capacity is needed to meet the requirements 

of the Consent Decree. 

The MTA's Motion for Clarification and Modification is granted in part and deriied in 

part. Paragraph 6 of the March 6 Order is hereby modified as follows, together and consistent 

with all of !he findings and conclusions expressed in the present Memorandum Decision and 

Order. Except insofar as it has been modified or clarified by this Decision, the March 6 

Memorandum Decision and Order remains in effect. The motions, briefs, declarations. and 

exhibits submitted by the parties, including amicus miriae, shall be admitted into the 

Administrative Record. The parties shall have twenty (20) days from the date of this Order to 
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file a motion before Chief Judge Terry J. Hatter, Jr. seeking review of this Memorandum 

Decision and Order and the March 6 Memorandum Decision and Order. 

MODIFIED PARAGRAPH 6 

6. Remedy violations attributable to insufficient capaciry. 

In order to achieve compliance with the Consent Decree, the MT A should: 

(a) purchase 379 new buses to provide the additional capacity required to reduce 

the load factor target to 1.35 as soon as po$Sible and to meet the 1.25 load factor target by June 

2000, which includes: 

and 

(1) 248 buses to add nips to the lines with "insufficient capacity" 
violations to meet the 1.35 LFT; 

(2) 49 spares (20% of248(rounded down]); • 

(3) 113 buses to meet the 1.25 LFT; and 

(4) 22 spares (20% of 113[rounded do\llll));"' minus 

(5) 53 expansion buses already planned by MTA for purchase. 

(b) hire additional full-time operators to operate the new service, as required; 

(c) hire additional mec:banics as needed to meet the new service requirements; 

(d) obtain, through lease or other means, 248 buses on a temporary basis to meet 

the 1.35 load factor target as soon as possible until the new purchased buses arrive. 

Although the determination of the number of additional buses that are required to reduce 

load factor violations attributable to insufficient capacity is based in substantial part on a line-by-

line analysis of the causes of the violations during 1998, the MT A has the flexibility to schedule 

See footnote 7. supra. 
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its service in a way that will maximize the efficiency of the fleet and will enable the MIA to 

meet the loarl facto-r targets as quickly and cost-effectively as possible. While meeting this 

objective may require some adjustment of schedules md some utilization of scheduling 

techniques, the MT A should not significantly reduce service to the transit~ependent in order to 

meet the loarl fa.c:ror targets on the specified routes. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

.c i)~cOJ~~ 
SPECIAL MASTER 

Dated: May 14, 1999 

39AI37.1 
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EXHIBIT A 

Applyjng the methodologies described in the March 6 Memorandum Decision as 

modified by the May 14, 1999 Order, the line by line findings made in the March 6 

Memorandum Decision are modified as follows: 

(13) Line 38. 

Line 38 bas exhibited insufli.cient capacity violations between 6:00-8:40 A.M. 

The Special Master previously found. in the March 6 Memorandum Decision that eight buses a:re 

needed to bring this line into compliance with the 1.35 load factor target. Based on the 

Woodbury Declaration, I find that two trips can be linked on the Jefferson Eastbound segment by 

one bus, thereby reducing !he number of additional buses required for this line to seven. 

(17) Line SS. 

Line 55 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:20-9:00 A.M. 

The Special Master previously found in the March 6 Memorandum Decision that ·eight buses (lte 

needed to bring this line into compliance with the 1.35 load factor ta:rget. Based on the . 

Woodbury Declaration, l find that four of the eight additional trips can be linked on the Adams 

Westbound segment by two buses, thereby reducing the number of additional buses required for 

this line to six. 
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{19) Line 66. 

Line 66 has eXhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:00-9:00 A.M. 

The Special Master previously found in the March 6 Memorandum Decision that nine buses are 

needed to bring this line into compliance with the 1.35 load factor target.. Based on the 

Woodbury Declaration, I find that six of the nine additional trips can be linked on the Ninth St. 

Eastbound segment by three buses, thereby reducing the number of additional buses required for 

this line to six. 

(20) Line 68. 

Line 68 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:00-9:00 A.M. 

The Special Master previously found in the M;u'ch 6 Memorandum Decision that nine bUSes are 

needed to bring this line into compliance with the 1.35 load factor target. Based on the 

Woodbury Declaration, I find that six of the nine additional trips can be linked on the 

Washington Eastbound segment by three buses, thereby reducing the number of additional buses 

required for this line to.@;. 

{2.4) Line 81. 

Line 81 has emibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:00-6:2.0 AM. and 

6:40-8:40 A.M. The Special Master previously found in the March 6 Memorandlllll Decision 

that seven buses are needed to bring this tine into compliance with the 1.35 load factor target. 

Based on the Woodbury Declaration, I find that several trips can be linked on the Figueroa 

Northbound and N. Figueroa SouthboWJ.d segments, thereby reducing the number of additional 

buses required for this line to six. 

2 
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(27) Line 105. 

Line 105 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations (and/or repeated and recent· 

IJJ'l3!l2lyzed violations) betWeen 6:20-7:00 A.M .• 7:20-7:40 A.M. and 8:00-8:40 A.M. The 

Special Master previously found in the March 6 Memorandum Decision that four buses are 

needed to bring this line into compliance with the 1.35 load factor target. Based on the 

Woodbuey Declaration. l find that two out of four additional trips can be linked on V cmon 

Westbound segment by one bus, thereby reducing the number of additional buses required for 

this line to three. 

(28) Line I 08. 

Line 108 has exhibited insufficient cap:u:ity violations (and/or repeated and recent 

unanalyzed violations) between 6:00-7:40 A.M. and 8:00-8:20 A.M. The Special Master 

previously found in the March 6 Memorandum Decision that six buses are needed to bring this 

line into compliance with the I .35 load factor target. Based on the Woodbury Declaration, I find 

that four of the six additional trips can be linked on the Slauson Eastbound segment by two 

buses, \ilereby reducing the number of additional buses required for this line to four. 

(33) Line 163. 

Line 163 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:20-7:20 A.M. 

and 7:40-8:00 AM. The Special Master previously found in the March 6 Men1oiiUldum 

Decision that four buses are needed to bring this line into compliance with the 1.35 load factor 

target. Based on the Woodbury Declaration, I find that two of the four additional trips can be 

3 
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linked on the Shennan Way Westb~und segment by one bus, thereby reducing the number of 

additional buses required for this line to three. 

(37) Line 180. 

Line 180 has llJ(hibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:00-6:20 AM. 

and 6:40-8;20 A.M. The Special Master previously found in the March 6 Memorandum 

Decision that six buses are needed to bring this line into compliance with the 1.35 load :factor 

target Based on the WoodbUIY Declaration, I find that two of the six additional trips can be 

linl:ed on the Vermont Northbound segment by one bus, thereby reducing the number of 

additional buses required for this line to five. 

(41) Line 206. 

Lin<: 206 bas exhibited insufficient capacity violations betw-een 6:00-9:00 AM. 

The Special Master previously found in the March 6 Memorandum Decision that nine buses are 
needed to bring this line into compliance with the 1.35 load factor target Based on the 

Woodbu:ry Declaration, I find that two of the nine additional trips can be linked on _the 

Nonnandie Northbound segment by one bus, thereby reducing the number of additional buses 

required for this line to eight. 

(42) Line 207. 

Line 207 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:20-9:00 A.M. 

The Special Master previously found in the March 6 Memorandum Decision that eight buses are 

needed to bring this line into compliance with the 1.35 load faetor target. Based on the 
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Woodbury Declaration, I find that h..-o of the eight additional trips can be linked on the Western 

Northbound segment by one bus. thereby reducing the number of additional buses required for 

this line to~-

(44) Line 212. 

Line 212 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:00-7:40 A.M. 

and 8:00.8:40 A.M. The Special Master previously found in the March 6 Memorandum 

Decision that seven buses are needed to bring this line into compliance with the 1.35 load factor 

target. Based on the Woodbury Declaration, I fmd mat four of the seven additional trips can be 

linked on the La Brea Northbound segment by two buses, thereby reducing the number of 

additional buses required for this line to five. 

(48) Line 243. 

Line 243 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:00-8:00 A.M. 

The Special Master previously found in the March 6 Memorandum Decision that five buses 

(servicing six trips) are needed to bring this line into compliance with the 1.35 load factor target. 

Based on the Woodbury Declaration, l find that four of the six additional trips can be linked on 

the DeSoto Northbound segment by two buses, thereby reducing the number of additional buses 

required fur this line to four. 

{ 49) Line 251. 

Line 251. has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:40-8:40 A.M. 

and 3:00-5:40 P.M. The Special Master previously found in the March 6 Memorandum Decision 
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that seven buses are needed to bring this line into compliance with the 135 load factor target. 

Based on the Woodbury Declaration, I find that four of the se-ven additional trips can be linked 

on the Soto Southbound segment by two buses, thereby reducing the number of additional buses 

required for this line to five, 

(53) Line 424. 

Line 424 has exhibited insufficient capacity violations between 6:00-6:40 and 

8:00-8:40 A.M. The Special Master previously found in the March 6 Memorandum Decision 

that four buses are needed to bring this line into compliance with the 1.35 load factor target. 

Based on the Woodbury Declaration, I find that two of the four additional trips can be linked on 

the Ventura Westbound segment by one bus, thereby reducing the number of additional buses 

required for this line to three. 

6 
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EXHmiTB 

As explained in the March 6 Memorandum Decision and in the present Order, the load 

factor data compiled by the parties reflect IIUillerous violations on various lines for which, for 

one reason or another, the cause of the violation could·not be properly ascertained. To deal with 

this gap in the data, the Special Master found that, since appxoximately one-half of all the load 

factor violations are attributable to "insufficient capacity," time periods reflecting multiple and 

recent ''unanalyzed violations .. will require additional buses to remedy these violations. 

Having f<!d.ually reevaluated my analysis of those lines exhibiting load factor violations 

unanalyzed for cause, I hereby amend the findings of the March 6 Memorandum Decision: 

(6) Line 16. 

The Special Master previously found in the March 6 Memorandum Decision that 

Line 16 has exhibited insufficient capacity or multiple and recent unanalyzed violations between 

6:20-7:40 A.M., and that fuu:rbuses are needed to bring this line into compliance with the 1.35 

load factor target. Upon reconsideration, I find that there were no insufficient capacity violations 

and only one recent unanalyzed violation which occurred in the 7:20 a.m. -7:40a.m. time 

frame. Accordingly, I am reducing my previous findings by one bus nip and hereby finding that 

three additional buses are needed for this line. 
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(7) Line 18. 

The Special Master previously foWid in the March 6 Memorandum Decision that 

Line 18 has exhibited insufficient capacity or multiple and recent unanalyzed violations between 

6:00-7:40 and 8:00-8:40 A.M., and tllat seven buses ;u-e needed to bring this line into compliance 

with the 135 load factOr target. Upon reconsideratioD, I find that there were no insufficient 

capacity violations and only one recent unanalyzed violation OcCurring in the 8:00 a.m. - 8:20 

a.m. time frame. Accordingly, I am reducing my previous findings by one bus trip and hereby 

finding that m additional buses are needed for this line. 

(9) Line 26. 

The Special Master previously foWld in the March 6 MCD).otandum Decision tha.t 

Line 26 has exhibited insufficient capacity or multiple and recent unanalyzed violations between 

6:00-8:00 A.M., and that four buses are needed to bring this line into compliance with the 1.35 

load factor target. Upon reconsideration, I find that there were no insufficient capacity violations 

and only one recent unanalyzed violation occurring in the 7:40- 8:00a.m. time frame. 

Accordingly, I am reducing my previous findings by one bus trip and hereby finding that !OOz 

additional buses are needed for this line. 

(27) Line 105. 

The Special Master previously found in the March 6 Memorandum Decision that 

Line 1 OS has exhibited insufficient capacity or multiple and recent unanalyzed violations 

between 6:20-7:00 A.M., 7:20-7:40 A.M. and 8:00-8:40 A.M., and that four buses are needed to 

bring this line into compliance with the 1.35 load factor target. Upon reconsideration. I find that 
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that there were no insufficient capaeity violations and only two recent unanalyzed violations 

occuning in the 8:00 a.m. - 8:20 a.m. time frame. Accordingly, I am reducing my previous 

findings by one bus trip and hereby finding that three additional buses are needed for this line. 

(49) Line 251. 

The Special Master previously found in the March 6 Memorandum Decision that 

Line 251 has exhibited insufficient ~apacity or multiple and recent unanalyzed violations 

between 6:40-9:00 A.M. and 3:00-5:40 P.M., and that seven buses are needed tO bring this line 

into compliance with the 1.35 load factor target. Upon reco115ideration, I :find that only one 

insufficient capacity violation and one recent unanalyzed violation occuxred in the 8:20a.m.-

9:00 am. time periods. Accordingly, I am reducing my previous findings by one bus trip and 

hereby finding that six additional buses are needed for this line. 

(56) Line 522. 

The Special Master previously found in the March 6 Memorandum Decision that 

Line 522 has exlu"bited insufficient capacity or multiple and recent unanalyzed viol.ations 

between 6:20-9:00 A.M., and that eight buses are needed to bring this line into compliance with 

the 1.35 load factor target. Upon reconsideration, I find that there were no insufficient capacity 

violations and only two non-recent unanalyzed violations occurring in the 7:40am.- 8:00am. 

time periods. Accordingly, I am reducing my previous findings by one bUS trip and hereby 

finding that seven l!dditional buses are needed for this line. 
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